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~!

The extraordinarily high ~up to 800% magnetoimpedance ratio! and sensitive magnetoimpedance
effect has been found and studied in FeCoNi magnetic tubes electroplated onto CuBe nonmagnetic
wire at frequency of about 1 MHz order. Special annealing was done in order to induce magnetic
anisotropy. The high harmonic response has been studied, and the harmonics show larger variations
with the external magnetic fiel than the fundamental. This huge sensitivity of the harmonics ~up to
an order of the tens of thousands %/Oe! is promising in regard to the increase of the sensitivity of
giant magnetoimpedance sensors. To explain the experiment results, we calculated the high
frequency transverse susceptibility taking into account the magnetic anisotropy of firs and second
orders. The susceptibility is extremely high at the points of orientational phase transitions in the
magnetic layer which gives rise to strong nonlinear effects.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1418423#
I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetoimpedance ~MI! phenomenon consists in
the change of total impedance Z of a ferromagnet under ap-
plication of a magnetic fiel H. The phenomenon is classical
in nature and in the case of a uniform sample results from the
penetration depth dependence on the circular magnetic per-
meability. The general theory of the MI effect in a long cyl-
inder was written long ago.1 Ordinarily, the effect is weak
and therefore did not attract attention for many years after
the experimental observation.2 The situation has been
changed by Beach et al.3 and Panina et al.4 who reported a
very large MI effect in amorphous wires with outstanding
soft magnetic character. The very large—of the order of
100%—variation of Z is now called the giant magnetoimped-
ance ~GMI!. The interest in GMI is due to possible applica-
tions in micromagnetic fiel detectors and magnetic record-
ing heads. Since the MI depends on the permeability, which
is sensitive to special treatments, there are many ways to
modify the GMI responses.5–7
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The GMI was observed not only in uniform wires8 and
ribbons but also in magnetically coated nonmagnetic wires
and layered structures. The electroplated FeNi, FeNiCo, and
CoP wires studied in Refs. 9–13 are good examples. As a
rule, the MI of a complex structure is higher than that of a
uniform ferromagnet with the same magnetic characteristics.
In contrast to the uniform materials, the change of the skin
depth in a magnetic fiel can play no role in the GMI prop-
erties of the layered systems.9

Since the impedance is define as a ratio U/I where U is
the voltage drop and I is the ac current flowin through the
sample, Z can be introduced for the linear regime only. Some
GMI experiments were performed however under nonlinear
conditions. For example, the increase of MI with the increase
of the ac current was reported in Refs. 9 and 14. Reference
15 investigated a sensor composed of a Cu wire sandwiched
between Co-based amorphous ribbons, and found that the
relative change in the output voltage at the exciting fre-
quency f ex is much less than that at frequency f52 f ex .

In this work, we investigate the extraordinarily high and
sensitive MI effect in FeCoNi magnetic tubes electroplated
onto CuBe nonmagnetic wire in as-prepared samples as well
as after fiel annealing. We study the changes in the voltage
at frequencies corresponding to fundamental F( f5 f ex), the
firs G1( f52 f ex), and second G2( f53 f ex) harmonics. We
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics



reveal the connection between the intensity of the higher
harmonics and the ac current. Our analysis shows that the
strong GMI and the essential nonlinearity take place near a
point of a spin-reorientation phase transition and are due to a
very high sensitivity of the magnetic system in the vicinity of
the transition points.

II. THEORETICAL REMARKS

Let us consider a long nonmagnetic cylinder of radius
rnm coated with a ferromagnetic layer of thickness Drm ~see
Fig. 1!. The coordinate system is chosen in such a way that
the z axis is along the axis of the cylinder. Our aim is to
calculate the voltage U(t) between two points ~say, z50 and
z51! at the outer surface of the ferromagnetic layer if the
total ac current I(t) is given. Generally, the calculations are
cumbersome,16 however, they become simple and straight-
forward if the layer is nonconducting and Drm!rnm .9 In-
deed, electric fiel E(t) and magnetic induction B(t) depend
only on radius r due to symmetry. Then, making use of Max-
well’s equation s3E52(1/c)]B/]t , one obtains

U~ t !5ZnmI~ t !1
Drml
c

]Bw

]t , ~1!

where Znm is the impedance of the nonmagnetic core, Bw is
azimuthal component of the induction. In a linear regime,
Bw(t)5B0w1mwwhw(t), mww5114pxww , hw(t) is the
magnetic fiel induced by the ac current: hw(t)
52I(t)/crnm. Writing I(t)5I exp(2ivt), U(t)5Z0I(t)
1U1 exp(2ivt) with v52p f ex we obtain

Z5Znm2
2ivDrml
c2rnm

mww . ~2!

FIG. 1. The geometry of the nonmagnetic conductive wire of an axial sym-
metry covered by a magnetic layer. The external dc magnetic fiel and axis
of the wire are parallel to z axis. The ac magnetic fiel induced by exciting
current is circumferential, i.e., only the azimuth component hw(t) is not
equal to zero.
At high frequency, displacements of the domain walls are of
minor importance, so that one can calculate the magnetic
susceptibility by making use of the Landau–Lifshitz equa-
tion

]M

]t 52g@M,Heff#1
G
Ms

FM,
]M

]t G , ~3!

where M is the magnetization, uMu is assumed to be equal to
the saturation magnetization Ms , g is the gyromagnetic ra-
tio, and G stands for the damping constant, Heff52]F/]M.
The free energy F can be written as

F5Fz~Mz!1Fr~Mr!2HM, ~4!

where Fz describes the anisotropy along z axes and Fr—the
anisotropy along the radius, including the shape anisotropy.
Since Drm!rnm , we may treat the magnetic cover as a thin
layer and express Fr as the addition of two terms

Fr52pMr
22KrSMr

Ms
D 252Har

Mr
2

Ms
, ~5!

where Mr is the radial component of the magnetization and
Har is the radial component of the effective field As for Fz ,
we assume the expression Fz5K1 sin2 q1K2 sin4 u, where u
is the angle between the magnetization vector M and z axis.
The last term in this formula is usually omitted but we shall
see next that the second order anisotropy can be essential. It
is convenient to rewrite Fz in the form

Fz52~Ha112Ha2!Msj
21Ha2Msj

4, ~6!

where Ha1,25K1,2 /Ms and j5Mz /Ms5cos u. Let us firs
consider the situation in a static magnetic fiel H0 , which
will be always assumed to be directed along the z axis. The
equilibrium magnetization, M 0 , corresponds to the minimal
value~s! of free energy F. We shall take Har,0, so that M 0
is perpendicular to the radius. The system can be in a collin-
ear phase with j561 or in an angle phase with 21,j,11.
In the latter case, the position of minimum obeys the equa-
tion ]F/]M 0z50. If H0z,2Ha1 , the j521 state is stable,
and when H0z.22Ha1 , the j511 state is stable. The re-
gion of stability of the angle phase is given by inequality
2(Ha112Ha2)16Ha2j

2.0 where j obeys

H0z12~Ha112Ha2!j24Ha2j
350. ~7!

If H0z52` , the system is in the j511 state. When H0z is
increased, the system passes from the j521 state to the
j511 state by means of one or more magnetic phase tran-
sitions, see e.g. Ref. 1. For example, if Ha250 and Ha1
.0, there is the spin-reorientation transition of the firs order
from the j521 to the j511 phase; on the contrary if Ha2
50 and Ha1,0, there are two second-order transitions from
the j521 phase to the angle phase and then from the angle
phase to the j521 phase. If Ha2Þ0, there can be one tran-
sition of the firs order and another transition of the second
order.

Now we can fin the susceptibility by solving the
Landau–Lifshitz equation. After the standard procedure of
linearization, we obtain:

~i! The magnetic layer is in a collinear state with j561:



xww5

MsS 6H0z12Ha122Har2iG
v

g D
2 . ~8!
2S v

g D 1S 6H0z12Ha12iG
v

g D S 6H0z12Ha122Har2iG
v

g D
This is obviously the susceptibility of a thin ferromagnetic layer in magnetic fiel 6H0z12Ha1 .

~ii! The magnetic layer is in the angle phase,

xww5

Msj
2S 22Har2iG

v

g D
2S v

g D 21F22Har2iG
v

g GF ~22~Ha112Ha2!112Ha2j
2!~12j2!2iG

v

g G . ~9!
In addition to intrinsic damping, which is described by the
constant G, there can be the frequency independent broaden-
ing due to magnetic inhomogeneities. We do not write this
term explicitly because it is not our aim here to analyze the
linewidth broadening in detail. The discussion on homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous linewidth can be found in a recent
review.17

For the linear regime to exist and hence Eqs. ~2!, ~8!,
and ~9! to be applicable, the inequality xww hw!Ms
must be fulfilled If it is not the case, we have to write
Bw(t)5B0w1(k51

` Bwk exp(2ikvt), U(t)5ZnmI exp(2ivt)
1(k51

` Uk exp(2ikvt). To fin the relations between I, Bwk ,
and Uk , one has to solve the Landau–Lifshitz equation at
any magnetic field including the vicinity of all spin-
reorientation phase transitions. This is far beyond the scope
of the present article. It is worth, however, noting that from
Eq. ~1! one can readily derive Uk /U15kBwk /Bw1 , there-
fore, the k>2 harmonics are more pronounced in U(t) than
in B(t).

It is also noteworthy that the term ‘‘impedance’’ belongs
to the linear response theory. Nevertheless, for brevity and
following the tradition of the GMI studies, we shall use this
term for the voltage/current ratio throughout the article re-
gardless of degree of the nonlinearity.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Our sample is a 100 mm diameter nonmagnetic CuBe
wire coated by a 1 mm-thick electroplated Fe20Co6Ni74 layer.
Before the deposition of the magnetic layer, the pure Cu of
3–4 mm was deposited onto CuBe wire in order to reduce
the roughness of the CuBe substrate. Resistivity of the mag-
netic coating was about 3.9 mV cm and that of the magnetic
layer about 15 mV. The saturation magnetization of the mag-
netic layer was Ms'900Oe at room temperature. A current
flowin along the wire during the electrodeposition causes
the circumferencial component of the magnetization due to
the presence of the circular magnetic field The length of the
samples used for all measurements was 60 mm. The longi-
tudinal hysteresis loops of the samples were measured by
conventional inductive fluxmetri method at 50 Hz fre-
quency in a magnetic fiel applied parallel to the wire axis.
Field annealing was done in inert Ar atmosphere under ac
fiel applied along the axis of the wire for 1 h at 320 °C and
then cooling in the magnetic dc fiel of 20 Oe.

We have developed the measuring system with the pos-
sibility of the measurements of the voltage drop across the
sample as a function of the external fiel using standard four-
point method. The variable magnetic fiel was generated by
a pair of Helmholtz coils. The maximum magnetic fiel for
these measurements was Hmax5632Oe. At every magnetic
field the exciting current amplitude was measured using a
high frequency current transformer ~to avoid undesirable
ground in the circuit! and the output of the function genera-
tor was changed accordingly in order to maintain the con-
stant current amplitude regardless of the voltage variations.
Therefore, the experimentally measured voltage was propor-
tional to the total impedance Z. The MI was measured in the
frequency region of 1–10 MHz, for ac sinusoidal driving
currents of I rms535mA or 10 mA both in increasing and
decreasing external fiel ~‘‘up’’ MI curve for increasing and
‘‘down’’ for decreasing magnetic fiel !. The MI ratio is de-
fine as DZ/Z(H)5100x@Z(H)2Z(Hmax)#/Z(Hmax).

The distorted shape of the output signal indicated the
nonlinear behavior and the generation of high harmonics. We
measured the dependence of the Fourier components at the
fundamental F( f5 f ex), the firs G1( f52 f ex), and second
G2( f53 f ex) harmonics in the external magnetic fiel ap-
plied parallel to the wire axis.

IV. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

The effect of annealing is shown in Fig. 2. The annealing
reduces the saturation fiel but does not change the coercive
force as it is seen in Fig. 2~a!. Figure 2~b! shows the DZ/Z
curves of the samples in increasing magnetic fields One can
see the broad maximum at a negative fiel and the jump in a
positive field Unlike the DZ/Z curves, the hysteresis loops
of the samples have no visible peculiarities in the negative
fields

The maximum value of the MI ratio depends on fre-
quency of the driving current. Figure 3 shows that the MI of
the as-prepared samples grows quickly with frequency until
2 MHz, and then becomes smaller. The MI ratio of the an-
nealed wire increases until 1 MHz and almost does not de-
pend on the frequency at higher frequencies. The as-prepared
sample shows a very high DZ/Z ratio of about 800% for 1.5



MHz, which is higher than DZ/Z ratio of the field-anneale
sample ~maximum of about 500%!. However if f ex.5MHz,
the MI of the field-anneale sample is higher than that of the
as-prepared sample. The weak dependence of the DZ/Z ratio
of the field-anneale wire in the wide range of the frequen-
cies can be important for technological applications.

To understand the origin of such a high MI effect, we
made the Fourier analysis of the output voltage at the fre-

FIG. 2. Longitudinal hysteresis loops of FeCoNi electroplated wires; ~a!
GMI responses of FeCoNi electroplated wires in increasing fiel at a fre-
quency of 1.5 MHz.

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the maximum of the MI ratio DZ/Z of the
FeCoNi electroplated wires.
quency of 1.5 MHz where the highest MI effect is observed.
Figure 4 shows the Fourier analysis of the experimental volt-
ages of the field-anneale sample for the measurements in
these states: Fig. 4~a!—magnetic saturated state, Fig. 4~b!—
negative fiel near the firs MI maximum, Fig. 4~c!—small
positive fiel corresponding to the minimum of the MI ratio,
and Fig. 4~d!—the second MI maximum in a positive field
The generation of high harmonics near the field of GMI
maxima @Figs. 4~b! and ~d!# is clearly seen. Figure 5 repre-
sents the fiel dependencies of the F, G1, and G2 voltages
taken from the Fourier analysis. In the saturated state, the G1

FIG. 4. Fourier analysis of the voltage U(t) induced across the FeCoNi
electroplated fiel annealed wire. The frequency of the drive current was 1.5
MHz and the intensity of the ac current of I rms535 mA. Axial field were:
~a! 232 Oe; ~b! 21.5 Oe; ~c! 11.2 Oe; and ~d! 12.2 Oe. Three peaks at
fundamental, F, ~frequency is equal to the frequency, f ex51.5 MHz, of the
exiting signal of the generator!, the first G1, ~at a frequency 2 f ex53 MHz!
and the second, G2, ~at a frequency 3 f ex54.5 MHz! are of interest to us.



and G2 amplitudes are much smaller than the F1 amplitude
for both the samples but near the field corresponding to the
MI maximum ~states b and c! the high harmonic generation
is clearly seen especially for the as-prepared sample. In a
high field the G1 and G2 harmonics amplitudes are very
small. The relative changes of G1 and G2 in the fiel be-
tween the a and b states, and especially between b and c, are
higher than those at the fundamental frequency.

For each harmonic, we have calculated the induced volt-
age in decimal scale ~Fig. 6! and define DU/U
5100x@U(H)2U(Hmax)#/U(Hmax) with Hmax532Oe. Cal-
culating the sensitivity as a change of DU/U per unit of the
applied field we have obtained the maximum voltage
changes of 83104%/Oe for the G2 harmonic, 3.7
3102%/Oe for G1, and 3.83102%/Oe at a fundamental fre-
quency in the as-prepared sample showing the highest GMI
effect. This means the difference of the sensitivity of 21
times between F and G2, and similar sensitivity for F and
G1. We obtained the maximum voltage sensitivity of 3
3104%/Oe for G2 harmonic, 63103%/Oe for G1, and
1.23103%/Oe at a fundamental frequency in field-anneale
wire. This shows a difference of sensitivity of 25 times be-
tween F and G2 and 5 times for F and G1. In a previous

FIG. 5. The external fiel dependence of the Fourier components of the
voltages of the FeCoNi electroplated wires. The voltage axis is in the loga-
rithm scale. The voltages at fundamental, F, ~frequency is equal to the
frequency, f ex51.5 MHz, of the exiting signal of the generator!, the first
G1, ~at a frequency 2 f ex53 MHz! and the second, G2, ~at a frequency
3 f ex54.5 MHz! harmonics are of interest to us.
work,15 a difference of 16 times for the sensitivities of
9.8%/Oe for F and 151%/Oe for G1 ~G2 was not measured!
was reported.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the MI ratio of the
as-prepared wire on the driving current value. The maximum
MI ratio at the current of 10 mA is only 160% at the fre-
quency of 1.5 MHz but the increase of the current intensity
up to 35 mA results in 800% MI ratio at the same frequency.
The G2 harmonic exhibits an even more dramatic change.
The G2 variation at the current of 10 mA is negligible while
the change at the ac current amplitude of 35 mA is very
large. If the current is small, only the change in the F har-
monic is essential, but for the higher current, the G2 har-
monic changes significantl .

V. DISCUSSION

The experimental results of the preceeding section show
that the extremely high MI is due to nonlinear processes in
the magnetic layer. The developed nonlinearity arises, how-
ever, only in the vicinity of special values of H0z , which do
not necessarily correspond to visible peculiarities at the lon-
gitudinal hysteresis loop. Our aim now is to discuss the ori-
gin of the nonlinearity. We shall consider the field-anneale
sample because this sample exhibits the maximum of mag-

FIG. 6. The external fiel dependence of the Fourier components of the
voltages of the FeCoNi electroplated wires. The voltage axis is in the deci-
mal scale. The voltages at fundamental, F, ~frequency is equal to the fre-
quency, f ex51.5 MHz, of the exiting signal of the generator!, the first G1,
and the second, G2, harmonics are of interest to us.
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netoimpedance in lower field than the as-prepared sample
and no frequency dependence in the wide frequency range.

Let us examine the DZ/Z curve shown in Fig. 2. One
can see the broad maximum at H0z1521.25 Oe and the
jump at H0z2511.25 Oe. We can assume that there is the
second-order phase transition between the j521 phase and
the angle phase at H0z1 and the first-orde transition at H0z2 .
One can show easily that the second-order transition occurs
at H0z522Ha1 , so that Ha1520.63 Oe. It can be shown
that the first-orde transition from the angle phase to the
j521 phase occurs at H0z54/3(Ha112Ha2)3/2/(6Ha2)1/2,
so that we obtain Ha251.25 Oe.

Now we are able to calculate the transverse magnetic
susceptibility xww by making use of Eqs. ~8! and ~9!. The
saturation magnetization Ms is equal to 900 G. The anisot-
ropy constant Kr is unknown, and we take Kr50; then
22Har54pMs . For a single crystal, the damping constant
is usually of the order of 0.1 or less, but for our polycrystal-
line layer, we have taken G51. The result of calculations of
susceptibility for increasing H0 is shown in Fig. 8. The most
interesting one is the Im(xww)–H0z curve because Im(xww) is
proportional to the energy absorbed by the magnetic layer.
The curve has two peaks corresponding to two orientation
phase transitions. The peaks differ in shape: the firs ~in the
negative fiel ! is broad and shows no special features, which
reflect the fact that the transition at the fiel is of the second

FIG. 7. The external fiel dependence of the Fourier components of the
voltage of the as-prepared FeCoNi electroplated wire for the exiting current
of 10 and 35 mA. The voltage axis is in the decimal scale. The voltages at
fundamental, F, ~frequency is equal to the frequency, f ex51.5 MHz, of the
exiting signal of the generator!, the first G1, ~at a frequency 2 f ex53 MHz!
and the second, G2, ~at a frequency 3 f ex54.5 MHz! harmonic are of interest
to us. The second harmonic G2 shows huge variations in the fiel near the
GMI maximum for the current of 35 mA and very small changes for the
current of 10 mA.
order; to the contrary, the second peak ~in the positive fiel !
shows a jump in the susceptibility value because the transi-
tion at the positive fiel is of the firs order. The difference
between the transitions is also clear on the Re(xww)–H0z
curve. It is to be noted that the static longitudinal suscepti-
bility x5dM 0z /dH0z that can be found by differentiating
the hysteresis loop has no peculiarity at the fiel at which the
transition between the j521 and the angle phases occurs,
which agrees with the experiment.

The maximum xww is of the order of 103. Since the
magnetic fiel hw is of the order of 1 Oe, the inequality hw

!Ms is not fulfille near the transition points and nonlinear
effects must arise. Beyond the close vicinity of H0z1 or
H0z2 , the susceptibility is of the order of 102 or less and the
inequality hw!Ms holds, which determines the linear re-
gime. These conclusions agree with experiments completely,

FIG. 8. The results of the model calculations. The Im(xzw)–H0 and
Re(xzw)–H0 curves have very sharp extremes at 1.2 Oe, which originate in
the first-orde transition. The Im(xww)–H0 curve has two peaks due to two
orientation phase transitions. The peaks differ in shape: the firs ~in the
positive fiel ! is broad and shows no special features, which reflect the fact
that the transition at the fiel is of the second order, the second peak ~in the
negative fiel ! shows a jump in the susceptibility value because the transi-
tion at the negative fiel is of the firs order; H5H0.85



therefore, the developed nonlinearity in the vicinity of H0z1
or H0z2 are due to the high sensitivity of magnetic system at
the points of spin-reorientation phase transitions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Fe20Co6Ni74 magnetic layer, 1 mm thick, has been
electrodeposited onto nonmagnetic CuBe wire. Extraordinar-
ily high ~up to 800%! MI ratio and sensitivity ~up to 4500
%/Oe! are observed at frequencies about 1 MHz.

Strong nonlinear effects have been found and studied in
detail. Firstly, the high harmonic generation has been inves-
tigated. The second and the firs harmonic show much larger
variation with the external magnetic fiel than the fundamen-
tal one. The huge sensitivity of the harmonics is promising
from the viewpoint of applications. The strong dependence
of the GMI ratio on the intensity of the exiting current con-
firm the role of the nonlinearity in formation of the very
high GMI ratio.

Our model calculations have shown that such a behavior
is due to the very high sensitivity of the magnetic system to
the circumferential magnetic field induced by the ac current,
in the vicinity of the spin-reorientation phase transitions oc-
curring in the magnetic layer. The magnetic anisotropy of a
higher order can play a key role and generally can not be
ignored. In short, very high MI has an essentially nonlinear
effect existing in the vicinity of a spin-reorientation phase
transition.
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